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We know how an aspiring younger generation feels about higher education scenario today
Lack of motivation, depressive and desperate, hypocrisy and hate defines the present day
Ineffective operational management and internal politics lead to a vicious cycle of negativity
There is a need among youngsters to raise their voice towards a virtuous cycle of positivity

Selling an educational service says more in fewer words to successfully fool the souls
Following herd mentality, the pupil will enrol with the flow in several degree mills
A balance between state, market, and society to create institutes of real substance invisible
At a fundamental level, moving away from work and quality culture puts us in trouble

Restructuring the education system for better efficiency and effectiveness
Revisiting their concern as a learner to challenge their thought processes
Exploiting high-impact teaching needed to improve the learning quality
Establishing science, technology, and product linkage to encourage creativity

Extend practical help in the exciting learning experience to build self-confidence
Empower the ‘excitatory’ neurons with the right perspectives to foster intelligence
Develop a keen sense of observation and a sharp understanding of the subjects
Promote subject-specific interests to increase quality scientific human experts

Content that is hugely relevant and appropriate to the context to lead a life ahead
Learning resources coming alive solve the issues related to the attention span embed
Quality engagement in line with the broader global educational and development goals
Jointly address the global research challenges through collaborations within the roll
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Disruption in higher education required to generate higher-order thinking skills
Give learners a chance to the exciting learning experience and connect at multiple levels
Promoting the powerful change with an objective perspective to inspire a better future
Multidisciplinary education leading to incredible innovations to shape a consumer

Resourcefulness is the hallmark of scientific thought leaders of transformation
Provide immense knowledge power to overcome the past and change our situations
Enforcement mechanisms and academic prospects will make much progress
Let us look at the reliable outcome of those disciplined educational practices

Encompassing a broader framework provide degrees for academic accomplishment
And find out solutions to further the agenda of social and economic development
Perspective planning, a batch of reforms and policy measures to streamline the system
Each wave of education reform should help to become a beacon to the world wisdom
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